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ABSTRACE Effective communication tools can help resource managers address by-ildik-uld-urbaninte~aceissues by

reducing conffict, mising awreness, and motivatiflg M a v b change among the ~sitorsand residents.

The wildland-uhan interface is an area that falls betvveen a metropalitan community, replete with public services such as police and fire protection, water and wastewater control, municipal garbage disposal, recycling, hospitals,
schools, public trans
ion, and mosquito control - and the rural hinterlands, where such services are few and
far betvveen. In some states it is characterized by spravrrling suburbia with new subdivisions leapfrogging into the
countqside. In other parts of the countr): second homes and tourist destinations attract residents to nearby public
lands. In either case, the interface is a region of increased development and changing !and uses with the potentlal
to significantly atter the ability of the ecosystem to provide ecological services (Egan and L u M 2000; Macie and
Hemansen 2002).
i ~ aservices,
l
tfiis interface represents a new and growing
For resource managers who wwk to maintain
educate about the use of forest management tools such
challenge. Forestry profmionals have a new
as herbicides and prescribed fire. Wildlife managers must contend with housecats left to wander during the day,
fragmented forest Witat,and invasive exotics sdd
nursery industry. Issues of water qual'ity, water quantity,
makes the landscape less permeable and at the same
and water movement plague managers where dew
time, increases the &mmd for drinking water. Planners and decision makers, fire fighters and transpwtation engineers,
farmers and forest landowners all find a host of new problems springing up in the interface, all exacerbated by the
exponentially increasing population (Duryea and Hemansen 2002).

Residents of the interface can be engaged in the process of seeking and implementing solutions to some of these
problems. Protecting their own property from wildland f i e is a scenario in which homeowners have an undeniable
stake, but there are other oppcKtunities to engage them as well. Residents of interface subdivisions can create buttefly
gardens, put up nest boxes, and protect pockets of habitat. New migrants to agricultural areas have concerns
about pesticides, water quality, and aromas that waft from nearby pig and chicken farms. Tolerating some of the
traditional practices of their rural neighbors may be easier to do with an educated understanding of why these are
appropriate practices and what the future might hold if farmers, ranchers, and forest landowners are not able to make
a living from the land. There are many reasons to communicate with residents of the wildland-urban interface, and
a variety of tools that can be used.
The literature reports a range of results from educationat progfams. Some recent efforts clearly show that educational
brochures, posters, field trips, interpretive signs, and workshops help increase knowledge and raise awareness
(Taylor and Daniel 1984; Marynowski and Jacobson 1999; Beringer 2000; Broussard, Jones et al. 2001). Although
attitudes are harder to change, some of these tools even show a slight shift in how people feel about the issue.
What makes these communication tools effective? They are designed with the audience in mind. They provide
meaningkrl and relevant infomation in an understandaMe manner. They include procedural (how-to) details as well
as the explanatory (how-come) infomation with examples and models.
Educational programs that contribute to behavior change must do more than provide attractive information.They
have to inspire, engage, and motivate. Most of the programs that have achieved a change in behavior (Rohrmann
1999b; Fisher 2002; M r o e and Jacobson 2003) are examples of multi-faceted strategies that use a variety of tools
to convey information, support attitudes, build skills, provide opportunities, reduce barriers, and offer assistance.
After discovering what barriers and perspectives stand in the way, the organizers of these programs worked to
remove them. These programs include publications that demonstrate the social acceptabilitgt of a solution and the
consequences of the behavior, as well as suggestions for obtaining resources, working with neighbors, or leaming
more. A communrty cleanup day, a neighbortfloodpicnic and tournament, an awards program, and a demonstration
garden with a reminder sign are examples of activities that generate enthusiasm and community support while
providing infomation that residents need. Empovvering groups of residents to work togetfier, much like using block
captains to promote curbside recycling, appears to be a helpful strategy (Boura 1998; TFS 2003). For more
information on strategies that support consewation behavior, see "Fostering Sustainable Behavior" (McKenzie-Mohr
and Smith 1999).
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The development of effective communication and education programs for interface residents and visitors should
follow the same basic approach used in other successful programs (Bennett and Rochell 1995; Jacobson 1999;
Day and Monroe 2000).
1.Micutate the goal of the program. Know what condition you wish to change and be specific. If possible,
engage residents and communrty leaders in the process that defines the specific targets and objectives of
the program. in several cases, experts have offered a list of suggestions, but community members have made
choices about the things they are willing to change and the risks they we vvilling to accept (Worley 2002).

2. Analyze the audience. Understand their fears and concems, their values, and their abilities. Find out if they
have miscm~eptionsthat might interfere with their understanding of your message. Where possible, plan to
they hold (Hagson 1995). Leain which cmmunication
mMjify your
channels are best for reaching this audience (e.g., radio, intemet, poster) and \whether your agency has a
good enough reputat'ion to be a trusted source of information. With these answers, develop specific objectives
for your program.

3. Anatyze ywr resources. Think about building partnetships w'th other agencies and organizations. Consider
using other hfwmation-dispensers for your messag~xtensionagents, nursery owners, building supply
architects, real estate agents, etc. AIso reconsider your ObBctives in light of your audience.
is a behavior change realistic? Is a violent -tam
likely? How can you adapt your message to make it
more likefy to succeed?
4. Develop program tools and strategies that will enable the target audience to meet the objectives. Enlist
communlt)r leaders to demonstrate the new behavior and cany the message to others (Rogers 1995). Use
existing homeowners associations, civic groups, environmental organizations, or youth clubs in your strategy
to get the word out Choose the tools that ttfit your message and your audience, e.g., demonstration areas,
arks, interpretive signs, lntemt sites, and posters in addition to brochures, fact sheets, caps,
lV ads, radio Public Service Announcements, and newspaper coverage.

5. Field test the program ideas. Run everything by a representative group of local advisors. Find out which
picture is most appealing for the brochure and whether your buzzwords communicate the right message.
Collect feedback from a small group and revise the communication tools before they go out to the entire
community.
6. Build in a strategy to monitor success. Consider the following indicators as measures of success: participation
at community events,drive-by assessments of the neghbomood, number of complaints received, and physical
changes of the iandscape. Feedback cards, mail-in request cards, and coupons can be tagged to enable you
to track where people are finding useful infmation.

A synthesis by the USDA Forest Service, North Central Research Station will provide more information about using
education and communication tools to change beha* in the wildlanb-uhan interface. Please check:
http.Jlncrs.fs.fed.uslpubsl

Conclusion
While some of the work of designing effective communication tools is intuitive, there are successful models and
helpful guidelines that can remove some of the guesswork from the process. It is helpful to identify these models
and explore the degree to which a modification of that program will sufficiently meet your needs. A good program
will include how-to information as well as how-come information, It will convey that information tfirough relevant,
understandable messages. Where possible, it will use networks and social groups to elicit support and demonstrate
appropriate change.
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